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Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has upended global energy markets and brought energy security
issues back to the forefront of global attention. The unexpected visit of a US government
delegation to Caracas for talks with Nicolas Maduro on March 5th may be considered an
example of official recognition of this imperative.1 The visit led to speculation that sanctions
on the Maduro regime could be lifted and that a rapid ramp up of Venezuelan oil production
and export could result.2
This commentary makes three arguments concerning these recent developments. First,
rather than potentially leading to the lifting of US sanctions on the Maduro regime, the visit
could result in – provided certain conditions are met – an easing or softening of existing oil
sanctions via licenses for some of the international oil companies (IOCs) that still operate
in Venezuela.3 Second, in the short term, it is unlikely that this scenario, should it come to
pass, would offer any meaningful relief to global oil markets, as substantial increments in oil
production from Venezuela would require overcoming many obstacles and risks, even with
a potential softening of oil sanctions. However, the latter would likely lead to the redirection
of Venezuela’s existing oil exports to the US market. Third, Venezuela has already seen a
recovery of oil production, albeit from historically low levels. In a context of no sanctions relief,
continued recovery is not guaranteed and might depend on how geopolitical events impact
Russian oil exports and the outcome of the Iranian nuclear negotiations.

What explains Venezuela’s oil production recovery?
According to official figures from the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC), Venezuelan oil production recovered from a historically low level of 500,000 barrels
per day (b/d) in 2020 to a yearly average of 636,000 b/d in 2021 and, most recently, 788,000
b/d day in February 2022. The latter amount is more than twice as much as the lowest
monthly official figure of 392,000 b/d in June 2020, but slightly less than the 817,000 b/d of
average oil production in the fourth quarter of 2021.4
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One key factor supporting this recovery was higher oil prices. Given very deep discounts
of Venezuelan oil, these increased prices improved the risk/reward of trading Venezuela’s
sanctioned oil through opaque channels.5 This trade depended, in turn, on the availability of
condensates, which Venezuela secured in a deal between PDVSA (Venezuela’s national oil
company) and NIOC (the National Iranian Oil Company) in September 2021.6 The steady flow
of condensates from Iran served as an effective mechanism for Caracas to evade US sanctions.
These developments underscore the reality that Venezuela’s oil production recovery is linked
to the country’s vast onshore extra-heavy oil reserves in the Orinoco belt, which currently
represents around 60 percent of the country’s crude output. High sulfur Orinoco oil at 7-10
API can only flow to markets after being blended with lighter crudes, condensates, or other
refined products, unless it is upgraded. But Venezuela’s upgraders are operating significantly
below capacity due to severe maintenance issues.
Given higher oil prices and tight oil supply markets, one could conclude that Venezuela’s oil
production recovery will continue into the future. However, numerous factors complicate this
assumption.

External and internal constraints to oil production recovery
Venezuela was producing 1.5 million b/d in 2018, before oil sanctions were imposed in
early 2019, and about 900,000 b/d in early 2020, before the start of the pandemic and the
imposition of secondary sanctions on subsidiaries of Russia’s national oil company Rosneft
(which were helping PDVSA evade the sanctions by trading most of Venezuela’s oil in
2020).7 Lack of investment in Venezuela’s oil sector and severe maintenance issues with its
oil infrastructure have severely limited its oil production capacity, which is now estimated at
around 1 million b/d, although there is significant uncertainty around the accuracy of
this figure.8
The question is whether Venezuela’s oil production could still see another 100,000-300,000
b/d increase towards that 1 million b/d estimated capacity.9 The recently imposed Russian
sanctions have increased uncertainty around Venezuela’s oil production outlook in several
ways. First, vast quantities of Russian oil will now enter the previously mentioned opaque
trade channels of sanctioned oil from national oil companies. The market for most of
Venezuela’s sanctioned oil is China. Increased competition from heavily discounted Russian
oil in the Chinese market might jeopardize Venezuela’s market share, especially given
the comparatively low quality of extra heavy high sulfur Venezuelan oil and high cost of
transporting it to China.
Second, PDVSA’s foreign-denominated bank accounts have reportedly been transferred to
Russian banks in an attempt to circumvent its own US sanctions.10 Sanctions imposed on
Russian banks following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine could have frozen significant PDVSA
funds, adding an additional layer of uncertainty to Venezuela’s oil operations going forward.
Third, there is a sizable Russian presence in Venezuela’s oil industry, which in the context
of the Russian invasion adds yet another layer of complexity to any discussion about oil
sanctions relief in Venezuela and the production outlook from these Russian assets. Among
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the most important players in the Orinoco belt is Petromonagas (PDVSA 60%, Russia 40%).
The Petromonagas joint venture (JV) used to be Rosneft’s, which transferred each of its five
Venezuelan oil JVs to a Russian government entity after the imposition of secondary sanctions
on Venezuelan oil in 2020.11 Bloomberg has reported that Russia was producing about 120,000
b/d in Venezuela, or 15% of the country’s oil production.12
Fourth, any easing of oil sanctions on Iran pursuant to the resurrection of the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) might reduce the incentives of Iran’s national
oil company to continue exporting its oil products to Venezuela and propel it to fetch
international prices for its products instead.
All of these factors constrain Venezuela’s oil production outlook in the absence of sanctions
relief. But while sanctions relief is a necessary condition for improving Venezuela’s oil outlook
going forward, it is by no means a sufficient condition. The country’s oil sector faces a host
of other problems including a dearth of private investment after the Venezuelan government
expropriated oil companies and oil service providers and after PDVSA and the government
defaulted on creditors. Also hindering the sector are severe maintenance issues with the
country’s oil infrastructure and the brain drain of oil expertise. In addition, the extremely
weak environmental, social, and governance (ESG) record of PDVSA and the Venezuelan
government will likely make it difficult for international actors to commit CAPEX without a
major overhaul of the institutional framework, including the role of the national oil company in
the oil sector.

A potential pathway for oil sanctions relief in Venezuela
The unexpected visit of US delegates to Venezuela in the context of Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine has raised interest in Venezuela’s oil sector. Attention has focused on a concrete
proposal by Chevron to the US government to allow the company to use oil production from
its JVs with PDVSA as a means of paying down accumulated debt.13 Chevron has two JVs of
consequence in Venezuela: Petroboscan (PDVSA 60.8%, Chevron 39.2%), which had produced
around 120,000 b/d in the past, and Petropiar (PDVSA 70%, Chevron 30%), which has a
180,000 b/d capacity upgrader but has been producing well below capacity.
Chevron is not the only IOC of relevance in Venezuela. Repsol and Eni also have oil and
gas operations in the country, most notably in the giant natural gas-producing field La
Perla. This field holds 15 trillion cubic feet of reserves and is mostly used for domestic
consumption, particularly electricity generation, a key consideration in a country experiencing
a humanitarian crisis.14
Given the current state of Venezuela’s oil trade, part of which has migrated toward illicit
routes,15 any plan for easing sanctions (when conditions are met) will likely need to consider
how this move can improve the humanitarian crisis, contribute to re-institutionalizing the
country, and advance human rights, transparency, and governance while setting the path for
democratization – in which case licenses to IOCs such as Chevron, Eni, and Repsol might be
the way forward. The national oil company of Venezuela, PDVSA, is a sanctioned entity and,
given very restrictive local oil laws, IOCs can only participate in the oil industry as minority JV
partners. Therefore, as properties of a sanctioned entity, all US-based entities that hold JVs
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with PDVSA need a license from the US Treasury to operate. Easing sanctions through licenses
to IOCs could lead to the re-institutionalization of oil flows and redirect Venezuelan oil exports
to the more transparent US and European markets. IOCs are also subject to scrutiny of their
ESG practices by their shareholders and the financial sector.16 While not guaranteed, any hope
of improving environmental standards in Venezuela will likely depend on help from IOCs.17 In
addition, such licenses could shift Venezuelan purchases of condensates to companies that
abide by international standards and respect sanctions. Finally, if the goal is to ban Russian
oil, then, given the Russian presence in Venezuela’s oil production, any easing of sanctions will
need to be targeted and carefully designed to meet strict commingling restrictions.
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